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PLEASE READ THE MANUAL CAREFULLY BEFORE OPERATING

DESCRIPTION:

1. Silicon Stopper

2. Water Tank

3. Compressor

4. Power Cord

5. Front Lid

6. Viewing Window

7. Back Top Cover

8. Control Panel (detailed description on p. 4)

9. Water Tray

10. Evaporator Rods

11. Ice Shovel

12. Ice Bucket
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SPECIFICATIONS:

Daily Ice Output: 10 kg / 24 hours

Ice Storage Capacity: 600 g

Compressor: High ef ficiency CFC free R600a

Water Reservoir Capacity: 1.7 Litres

Dimensions (W x D x H) 243 x 350 x 340 (mm)

Voltage: AC 220 – 240V / 50 Hz

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS:

1. During transportation, the incline angle of the cabinet should not exceed 45°. Do not turn the ice
maker upside down as this can lead to compressor damage. 

2. Use fresh water only. The use of juices, milk and other liquids is forbidden as it may damage the
unit. Always ensure water is changed regularly.

3. Remove all  packaging and check the ice maker before operating for any damage. Do not  
operate the appliance if the cord is damaged.

4. Do not run the cord over carpeting and other heat insulators. Do not cover the cord. Keep the 
cord away from high traf fic areas.

5. Not  suitable  for  use  by  children.  Exercise  caution  and  reasonable  supervision  when  the  
appliance is used near children. 

6. For indoor use only; Keep away from extremely cold or hot temperatures.

7. Do not place the ice maker near any heat sources or open flame.

8. Do not place any items on top of the appliance.

9. Unplug the ice maker before cleaning.

10. Wash all removable parts before using for the first time.

BEFORE USING:

Remove all packaging.

Clean the ice maker. Make sure the unit is off and unplugged.

Find a location for the appliance that is protected from direct sunlight and other sources of heat (i.e.
stove, furnace or radiators).

Place the ice maker on a level surface and ensure at least 15 cm (8”) of space at the top, back and
on each side of the ice maker for proper ventilation.

Allow the refrigerant fluid to settle for a few hours before plugging in the unit.

Ensure the voltage is in compliance with your plug.



CONTROL PANEL:

ON/OFF: Press the button to turn the unit on or off.

ADD WATER: This light will turn on, accompanied by a beeping sound, when the water level is too
low. Add water to the reservoir and press the ON/OFF button to restart the machine.

ICE FULL: This light will turn on , accompanied by a long beep, when the ice basket is full. Remove
the ice and press the ON/OFF button to restart the ice maker.

HOW TO OPERATE:

1. Open the lid and fill the water tank with fresh water.  NOTE: Make sure the water level in
the water tank is not over the ice basket.

2. Close the top lid and connect the ice maker to the power. 

3. Press ON/OFF button on the control panel to begin the ice making cycle.

4. The machine normally produces 9 cubes of ice with each batch. The first batch will  take
approximately 20 minutes. After that, it takes around 10 minutes for each batch. Note that
the first three batches might be small and irregular in size.

5. Regularly check the “Add Water” indicator as the machine will automatically turn off if the
water pump cannot inject water, and the indicator will be on.NOTE: if no water is pumped up
to the water tray over two cycles, but there is enough water in the water tank, unplug the
silicone stopper and let several drops of water run out. Restart the unit.

6. When the ice basket is full, the “Ice Full” indicator will turn on. Remove some ice with the
scoop and restart the unit.

7. Press ON/OFF button to stop the machine.
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CLEANING & CARE:

IT  IS  STRONGLY  RECOMMENDED  TO  CLEAN  THE  ICE  MAKER  THOROUGHLY  BEFORE
USING!

1. Remove the ice basket.

2. Unplug the water drain stopper to drain out leftover water.

3. Clean the exterior and interior of the ice maker regularly with a diluted solution of water and 
vinegar. Do not spray the unit with chemicals and diluted agents such as acids, gasoline or oil. 
Rinse thoroughly.

4. Dry the interior and exterior thoroughly before reassembling the unit.

5. When the appliance is not in use, unplug the water stopper to drain all water as mould can form 
if moisture is trapped inside of the unit.

6. If the ice maker is reused after a long period of time, the water pump may not pump suf ficient 
amount of water and the water indicator will turn on. Reset the ice maker by pressing ON/OFF 
button.

NOTE: If the compressor stops for any reason (e.g. water shortage, excess of ice etc.), use
the ON/OFF button to restart the system. Always wait 3 minutes before turning the machine
back on.

TROOUBLESHOOTING:
Please note, if power failure occurs or the ON/OFF button has been pressed accidentally during a
cycle,  small  ice  chips  may  form  and  lodge  in  the  automatic  shovel  causing  jamming.  Please
disconnect the machine from power source, gently push the shovel to the rear of the cabinet, and
remove ice chips. Make sure the water tray is horizontal and balanced. Then restart the machine.

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION

The compressor works 
abnormally with a buzzing noise

The voltage is lower than 
recommended

Stop the unit and do not restart 
until voltage is normal.

“Add Water” indicator light is on 1. Water is low
2. There is air stuck in the pump

1. Press the ON/OFF button, 
re fill the tank and wait 3 minutes 
before restarting the machine. 
When water reached the fill line, 
the ice maker will restart 
automatically. 
2. Remove the silicone water 
stopper and let several drops of 
water run out.

Indicator lights on the display are
not on

Blown fuse/no power Replace fuse/turn power on

The ice cubes made are too 
large and stuck together

1. Ice from previous cycles is left 
in the water tray
2. The evaporator is too low

1. Stop the unit, wait for all the 
ice to melt down and restart the 
unit.
2. Shift evaporator a little

Conditions for ice making are 
right but no ice is being made

1. There is no refrigerant in the 
compressor
2. Compressor is broken/Fan 
motor is broken

Call for service

The “Add Water” and “Ice Full” 
lights are on at the same time

Water tray is blocked by ice 
cubes.

Clear the ice cubes under the ice
shovel, pull out the power plug 
and then plug back in. Press the 
ON/OFF button and allow a few 



minutes for the machine to 
restart automatically.

Machine keeps running but the 
water is warmer than the normal 
temperature.

The magnetic valve is broken. Replace the magnetic valve.

PRODUCT DISPOSAL:

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other household
waste throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health
from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote sustainable reuse of
resources.

GUARANTEE FORM:

Thank you for choosing our appliance.  

We offer one year conditional guarantee on this product from the date of purchase.

However, please note that any damages caused by mis-use or careless handling will not be valid for
the guarantee.

Model no.:

Product Name:

Date of Purchase:

Place of Purchase:

Note: Please fill in the details in this form and keep the instruction manual and receipt together
in a safe place.
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